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A complete service with 
advanced technology 
and expert, brand-specific 
diagnostic support

Autologic has been a world leader in workshop technology since 2000. Our goal is to 
enable customers to handle more vehicle repairs, with better efficiency and greater 
profitability.

We continuously invest in our software, systems and diagnostic support to ensure  
that we always offer the most advanced solution – taking you from accurate fault 
diagnosis all the way through to successful repair with minimum fuss and maximum 
speed.



Diagnostics  
with Intelligence
DrivePRO is the latest innovation 
designed to enhance vehicle 
diagnostics and enable complex 
repairs for the independent 
workshop.                           

Problem-Solve with  
Master Technicians   
DrivePRO comes fully integrated 
with AutologicLive, our diagnostic 
support service. 

Gain unlimited access to OE-
trained master technicians directly 
through your DrivePRO device. You 
can also request support instantly 
via AssistOnline or AutologicMobile 
App. 

Our support team is available to 
provide expert advice, fault code 
information and step-by-step 
guidance in real-time—helping you 
work through the most complex 
and even obscure repairs.

The automotive industry is rapidly transforming. Vast technological advancement has 
created increasingly more complex challenges for automotive technicians, meaning 
that successful workshops need even more sophisticated technical support.

Autologic offers a complete solution: Industry-leading diagnostic equipment linked 
with expert guidance and service. It’s a unique combination that enables technicians 
to tackle every job with more confidence, better efficiency and greater profitability.

EXPERT SERVICE 
WITH 
AUTOLOGIC
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DrivePRO is a multi-function 
diagnostics platform that combines 
Autologic’s diagnostic software with 
expert technical support from our 
OEM-trained master technicians. 
DrivePRO has outstanding usability 
and effectiveness, with market-
leading functionality, vehicle 
coverage and technical detail. 

Driven by our unique software, it 
enables faster and more accurate 
fault resolution. 



AUTOLOGIC 
DRIVEPRO

For workshops delivering high quality 
service across a wide range of European, 
Asian and US Domestic vehicles

Autologic’s industry-leading diagnostic 
software makes for fast and reliable fault 
identification.

• Fault read/clear

• Global fault read/clear

• Printable vehicle fault report

• Service interval reset

• Live data and actuations

• Electronic brake pad replacement

• Diesel particulate filter DPF reset

• Selective catalytic reduction SCR reset

• Steering angle calibration

• Ride height calibration

• Engine adaptation reset

• Key coding and remote adaptation

AutologicLive Diagnostic Support

Enhanced Diagnostics

Use AutologicLive combine with your DrivePRO 
to experience unlimited expert guidance and 
symptom-driven advice at the push of a button!

Our DrivePro platform allows us to see what you 
see in real-time from our support center. 

Complex repairs and module replacement 
made possible with live access to our Master 
Technicians.

Talk directly to our software engineers and 
benefit from real-time updates.

Flash Programming and Coding

Code and program new parts using either:

• Built-in Autologic diagnostic software

• Remote flash programming services available 
through RAP®

• Fully integrated SAE J2534 built with CarDAQ 
technology covering DoIP and CAN FD

• Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity

• Windows 10 platform with intuitive touch-screen 
and dual-core Intel processor

• Built-in microphone, speakers, and dual front 
(2MP) and rear (5MP) cameras for remote support

• Built-in stylus

• Built-in kickstand

• Ergonomic ruggedised casing

• IP65-Rated and built for a harsh workshop 
environment

• Internal rechargeable battery and power adapter

Key Features

LEXUS
MAZDA
MERCEDES-BENZ
MINI
MITSUBISHI
NISSAN
PEUGEOT
PORSCHE
RENAULT
SCION
SEAT
SKODA
TOYOTA
VOLKSWAGEN
VOLVO

ACURA
AUDI
BMW
CHRYSLER
CITROEN
DACIA
DODGE
FORD
GM
HONDA
HYUNDAI
INFINITI
JAGUAR
JEEP
KIA
LAND ROVER

Supported Models

Enhanced functionalities include:

For full details on DrivePRO please see autologic.com
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J2534 
DIAGNOSTIC 
RANGE
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Code and program new parts using either:

• Built-in Autologic diagnostic software

• Remote flash programming services available 
through RAP®

• Fully integrated SAE J2534 built with CarDAQ 
technology covering DoIP and CAN FD

• Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity

• Windows 10 platform with intuitive touch-screen 
and dual-core Intel processor

• Built-in microphone, speakers, and dual front 
(2MP) and rear (5MP) cameras for remote support

• Built-in stylus

• Built-in kickstand

• Ergonomic ruggedised casing

• IP65-Rated and built for a harsh workshop 
environment

• Internal rechargeable battery and power adapter

LEXUS
MAZDA
MERCEDES-BENZ
MINI
MITSUBISHI
NISSAN
PEUGEOT
PORSCHE
RENAULT
SCION
SEAT
SKODA
TOYOTA
VOLKSWAGEN
VOLVO

For over 20 years, Drew Technologies, (affiliate company of Autologic) have set themselves apart from 
any other J2534 diagnostic and reprogramming devices available in the market. Drew Technologies 
manufactures the most tested, validated, and accepted J2534 devices around the world used by 
technicians, dealerships, and OEMs alike.

Featured products include the all makes/all models device, CarDAQ-Plus 3®, CarDAQ-M®, and OEM-
specific device, the MongoosePro.

PICOSCOPES 
SCOPES & 
KITS

The Pico Automotive Diagnostics Kits work with your PC to measure and test virtually all of the 
electrical and electronic components and circuits in any modern vehicle.

There are a range of Scopes and Kits to suit every need:

Pico Automotive Test Kits are designed to make vehicle diagnostics intuitive and logical. Each kit 
comes with a variety of accessories to test a multitude of vehicle components. Each cost effective and 
comprehensive kit allows you to undertake an endless list of diagnostic signals from your test vehicle.

For full details on all Autologic products, please see autologic.com

The GYSFlash battery support unit is designed to sustain the vehicle’s electrical 
system during diagnostic work, preventing disruption to the diagnostic process 
and protecting against potentially costly damage to sensitive electronics. The 
latest model, GYSFLASH 121.12 CNT FV, can provide an output of 120A. 

BATTERY 
SUPPORT 
UNITS

• PicoScope 4425-091: 2 and 4 Channel Scope
• 2 and 4 Channel 4425 Kits: (Starter, Standard and Advanced Kits)

• 4-Channel 4425 Diesel Kit 
• 4425 Master Kit 



Customer satisfaction 
   with added efficiency 
      and profitability

Whether you’re an Automotive Repair Specialist, Collision Workshop 
or a Technician, we understand that J2534 Programming can be a 
difficult task, but Autologic has the solution.

DriveRAP

DriveRAP leverages the Remote Assist Program (RAP) developed by Drew 
Technologies in our DrivePRO device. DriveRAP allows Autologic’s support 
technicians to quickly and conveniently perform module programming for you 
without the vehicle ever having to leave the shop.

Autologic offers an easy-to use approach to help you finish the job correctly 
and keep the vehicle in your workshop, while increasing profits and customer 
satisfaction.

The Benefits
• Available on-demand – only pay for it when you need it!

• No need to sign up, install or use the VM Pass-Thru application.

• Book complex programming jobs  with confidence – no need to refer to a 
      dealership or call in specialist help.

• Cost effective and self-funding pricing model which generates additional 
      revenue for the workshop.

• Increases workshop efficiency – an Autologic Master 
Technician takes over at your convenience and completes                                                            
the job for you!

• Removes the need for expert in-house programming 
      knowledge per VM brand. 

• Fully controlled by Autologic Master Technicians - 
      reducing the possibility of programming failures.

• Pre and post programming checks enabling a complete 
      end to end solution.

Volvo (UK only)     
Peugeot (UK only)     
Citroen (UK only)

Vehicle brands 
covered:

Visit uk.autologic.com/products/driverap for 
full ECU coverage details

Remote Assist Program Guided Data
Autologic
Autologic Guided Data, powered by HaynesPro, provides 
technicians with online access to an extensive range of vehicle 
technical information and workshop data.  

Autologic Guided Data provides a single pathway to OEM-based technical data 
covering over 70 vehicle brands. 

Most data is no more than two mouse-clicks away; fast and efficient access to the 
correct data saves you precious workshop time.

Through a dedicated icon on DrivePRO, technicians can quickly view a vast range 
of automotive OEM-based data across three distinct modules:



Autologic  
DrivePRO
Multi-function diagnostics with wide vehicle    
coverage and deep diagnostic capability.

Autologic  
Live
OE trained master technicians, providing  
brand-specific expert support from diagnosis to 
successful repair.

Software Updates  
With Real-Time Revisions

Regular software updates covering new models, 
variants and functions. One subscription covers all 
Autologic diagnostic devices. 

autologic.com

Solutions with flexibility

Customer satisfaction 
   with added efficiency 
      and profitability

J2534   
Diagnostic Solutions

J2534 diagnostic and reprogramming devices   
available to suit any workshop.

PicoScope 
Scopes & Kits

A range of scopes and kit bundles, allowing you to 
undertake endless parallel diagnostic tests.

GYS   
Charging Solution

GYS battery support unit designed to sustain your 
vehicle’s electrical system during diagnostic work.

Guided Data
Autologic
Autologic Guided Data, powered by HaynesPro, provides 
technicians with online access to an extensive range of vehicle 
technical information and workshop data.  

• Smart
• Tech
• Electronics

Autologic Guided Data provides a single pathway to OEM-based technical data 
covering over 70 vehicle brands. 

Most data is no more than two mouse-clicks away; fast and efficient access to the 
correct data saves you precious workshop time.

Through a dedicated icon on DrivePRO, technicians can quickly view a vast range 
of automotive OEM-based data across three distinct modules:
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